INTRODUCTION
============

Conformational selection refers to how functional proteins interact by folding along one of several overall energetically down-hill paths to form one of multiple possible structures termed conformers ([@B1]). According to conformational selection, multiple populations of the same biological molecule form because the protein in one conformer population is folded differently from that of the same protein populating another conformer population. We proceed as if protein/DNA complexes also undergo conformational selection ([@B2]). This hypothesis is testable because populations of distinct conformers attain equilibrium in the absence of catalysis such that the affinity of the protein and DNA comprising protein/DNA conformer complexes can be quantified experimentally.

A generalized two conformer scenario clarifies conformational selection by bending DNA along one of two paths across an essentially spherical protein surface such as the cAMP receptor protein (Crp). These two paths can be formed with (i) a planar conformer wherein DNA bends around the protein\'s equatorial plane and (ii) a non-planar solenoid conformer wherein DNA bends at angles to the equatorial plane \[see ([@B3]) for an illustration\]. The length *L* of DNA contacted in the planar conformer by an essentially spherical protein is less than that for the non-planar conformer. The non-planar length of DNA contact is greater because a first order solenoid follows a corkscrew-like path wrapping around a spherical protein. Contact length is not limited to the equator. Greater contact length allows higher binding affinity due to increased electrostatic interactions ([@B4]) relative to that of the planar conformer. Because the path that DNA takes across the protein surface must be unique to each conformer, the major groove accessibility relative to the bound protein surface will also be unique to each of these two generalized planar and non-planar conformers. Sequence logos form sinusoidal conservation patterns ([@B5]) showing how major groove accessibility relative to the bound protein surface is involved in DNA sequence conservation. It follows that sequence logos should be able to distinguish sinusoidal curves between planar and non-planar DNA bending paths across the protein surface.

DNA sequence conservation has been measured according to the method of Hertz and Stormo ([@B6]) for calculating a relative weight score (*W~s~*) of a DNA segment, and by the method of Schneider and Stephens ([@B7]) for calculating and displaying bit values and relative conservation frequencies as a sequence logo. The higher the bit value of a position, the lower is the entropy contributed by that position. According to the method of Hertz and Stormo ([@B6]), collected DNA segment sequences are aligned and recorded as a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) ([@B8]). A PSSM serves as a 'scanning' matrix and is required to calculate a relative weight score (*W~s~*) for each window of length *L* at each position of a DNA sequence along a genome. This method allows the collection of high scoring sequence segments of length *L* that can be aligned to generate an 'output' matrix from those aligned sequences. The higher the *W~s~* value, the higher the protein/DNA binding affinity. The method of Schneider and Stephens ([@B7]) requires a set of aligned sequences to calculate bit values and relative conservation frequencies. These are graphically displayed as a sequence logo. A sine curve generated by this method is reflected by the logo and indicates major groove accessibility relative to the bound protein surface ([@B5]). However, each method returns a different value for the parameter 'information content'. Instead of addressing this difference ([@B9; @B10; @B11]), we will show how to use both seamlessly in concert.

*W~s~* (or a weight score equivalent) is the parameter traditionally plotted on the *x*-axis to compare against a protein\'s binding affinity on the *y*-axis of a scatter plot. This plot tests if DNA sequence and binding affinity are correlated so that affinity can be predicted from the DNA sequence. For protein/DNA complexes lacking DNA bending, *R*^2^ = 0.98, where *R* is the correlation coefficient ([@B11; @B12; @B13]). Currently, 98% of the sequence-dependent affinity changes can be calculated. These proteins do not bend DNA, thereby maintaining the same length of DNA contacting the bound protein no matter how conformational selection changes the conformer \[in essence ([@B13])\]. Using current methods, however, *R*^2^ ≤ 0.74 for proteins that bend DNA such as Crp, but this is true only for low affinity sites ([@B14]). If *W~s~* versus the full affinity spectrum is considered, the correlation is further reduced giving *R*^2^ ∼ 0.45--0.60 ([@B15]) and has not improved over the past 23 years \[excluding methods, which employ subdivision by affinity or transcription activity ranges, e.g. see ([@B16])\]. While performing DNA sequence *W~s~* versus affinity comparisons, conformers were not always recognized and grouped separately \[though it has been mentioned ([@B17])\].

DNA positions −6 and +5 (defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) of Crp/DNA complexes are primary kink conformer indicators. They form either smooth bend, or kinked conformations observed in crystal structures ([@B18]). Each participates in bending DNA ∼ 40° ([@B19]). The bases at these positions are generally not bound by Crp. They are predominantly free from Crp bonding enthalpy contributions such that entropy is the major factor for conserving base identities at these positions. Entropy of these bases decreases because the motion of these bases is restrained by kinking against a neighboring base at positions −5 or +4. Accordingly, kinking conserves the base identity at primary kink positions −6 and +5 via selection of the resultant conformer function at the time and place where primary kink conformations are formed. This causes the conserved base to display as a large letter in sequence logos quantifying entropy in bits. Hence, coincident conservation of a primary kink and another element can be identified if these elements are associated, occurring together in any given Crp binding site. Alternatively, if smooth-bend and flanking flexible bend elements are associated, positions −6 or +5 should have low bit values while flanking flexible bends should have high bit values. Omagari *et al*. ([@B20]) first suggested that DNA regions flanking the core 16 bp binding site could influence *Synechocystis* sp. PCC 6803 cAMP receptor protein (SyCrp1)/DNA affinity. Others have shown that flanking flexible bends are important for binding ([@B4],[@B19],[@B21; @B22; @B23; @B24; @B25; @B26; @B27; @B28; @B29; @B30; @B31; @B32; @B33]). To our knowledge, however, studies relating flanking flexible bends and primary kinks have not been reported ([@B22]). Figure 1.DNA binding substrates used and distinct His-SyCrp1 affinities for endogenous and chimeric substrates containing either (+13)AAAA or (+13)GGCC. (**A**) DNA binding substrate sequences and nomenclature. (**B** and **C**) Titration curves for His-SyCrp1 binding to the endogenous wild-type slr1351 (closed circles; 1) and sll1268 (closed circles; 3) substrates are compared with their respective chimeric substrates slr1351/sll1268 (open circles; 2) and sll1268/slr1351 (open circles; 4) listed in panel A. The fraction of bound DNA is shown as a function of the concentration of His-SyCrp1. The solid and dashed lines are obtained by a nonlinear regression best fit to the three-parameter Hill equation, *n* = 3 ± SE (see also [Supplementary Table S31](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). Binding reactions and electrophoresis were performed at 22°C. Reactions contained His-SyCrp1 at the indicated concentrations, 0.1 nM radiolabeled substrate, 20 µM cAMP and reaction buffer only. The non-specific competitor Rndm. was omitted.

In this work, we approached a model base distribution of SyCrp1 binding sites to generate a PSSM, a hypothetical base distribution. This PSSM, the result of many previous hypotheses, matrix operations and stability rounds is itself a *de novo* hypothesis. Using this PSSM model to calculate *W~s~*, we find that flanking flexible bends determine different binding conformers. This finding enabled the development of algorithms to mathematically relate *W~s~* and binding affinity by identifying the primary kink contribution to affinity of the relevant flanking flexible bend-dependent conformer. These comparisons rely upon sequence logos to serve as both a metric parameter for programming and as a human-readable guide to the DNA bending code. Researchers can follow both the DNA sequence distribution and the sine curves tracing the logo contour of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) major groove accessibility relative to the bound protein surface. The methods described here were cut-and-paste procedures, thanks to publically available web servers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Element nomenclature
--------------------

'AAAA' or 'TTTT' bp stacks act essentially as 'hinges' and are canonical flexible bend elements ([@B24],[@B27],[@B34]). Dyads within *Escherichia coli* Crp (EcCrp) sites are often flanked by a tract containing a contiguous stack of four A:T bp steps termed flanking flexible 'bend' here ([@B21],[@B23]). We have used the term 'bend', but these can also form flexible kinks such as for TA steps bent by EcoRV ([@B35]). These two secondary DNA 'bends' (∼5--10° or more) centered on positions −10 or +10 ([@B19]) are defined here as '(±10)WWWW' where weak (W) bases are adenine (A) or thymine (T) and (±x) indicates the bp center of the tract relative to the dyad axis of symmetry. For example, the sequence 'TGTGATCT\*AGATCACAWW\*WW' contains the (+10)bend, (+10)WWWW, centered 10 bp from the dyad axis of symmetry \[note the 10 bp spacing between the asterisk positions corresponding to the dyad axis and (+10)WWWW\]. Consequently, our nomenclature describes symmetry about the dyad axis but contains no zero (0) position. Conversely, our position numbering system does contain a zero position in the figures. To differentiate between the two dsDNA strands, the left to right 5′ to 3′ sequence representation relative to the downstream transcribed gene as displayed according to current conventions is termed 'conventional strand' here. Hence, the reverse complement is the reverse complement relative to the conventional strand. Genomic *Synechocystis* dsDNA substrates tested here are mostly named according to the target gene. These dsDNA substrates are not italicized (e.g. the 40′mer slr1351).

PSSM \#3 derivation
-------------------

PSSM \#3 was a *de novo* hypothesis. Given how hypothesis generation is not amenable to method or result reporting, Introduction in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1) ([Supplementary Figures S1--3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) and tables ([Supplementary Tables S1--S30](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) describing and documenting PSSM \#3 derivation is provided.

Genome-wide computational sequence analysis
-------------------------------------------

Computation was performed by programs embedded in freely available web servers at (<http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/>) ([@B36]), (<http://seqtool.sdsc.edu/CGI/BW.cgi>) ([@B37]) and (<http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>) ([@B21]). The pDraw program (<http://www.acaclone.com/>) ([@B38]) was used for plasmid and primer organization and design. BioBIKE (<http://www.Biobike.org>) ([@B39]) was used for comparisons between annotated cyanobacterial genomes. Regression fitting was performed with Sigma Plot; otherwise, windows-installable freeware and web servers were used exclusively. Functional annotation of *Synechocystis* sp. Pasteur Culture Collection of Cyanobacteria (PCC) 6803 was obtained from Cyanobase ([@B40]).

Stability rounds were performed with a scanning matrix resulting in a list of output sequences (of length *L* equal to that of the scanning matrix) that were aligned with the Consensus ([@B6]) program (*p~i~* = 40% G:C) forcing one match per sequence to generate a tab formatted output matrix to copy-paste special-text into Excel. To minimize computational load for genome-wide matrix scans, Genome-Wide Patser ([@B6]) performed all genome-wide search functions (e.g. scanning matrix) most often specifying the default *p~i~* = 40% G:C and *W~s~* cutoff = 7. The output gene list was copied into Retrieve Sequence ([@B36]) to collect the 400 bp upstream of the annotated start site the same as for Patser. These regions are termed 'intergenic regions' for simplicity. Thus limited to a smaller sequence data set than that of all upstream intergenic regions, the Patser-identified intergenic regions were then pasted into the (full options) Matrix-Scan ([@B6]) sequence window using the No-ORF (no-open reading frame) background *p~i~* option to scan using a tab formatted matrix. Pseudo-counts = 1 distributed proportionally to residue priors and pseudo-frequency = 0.01. The program PSSM-convert (<http://www.phisite.org/pssm-convert/pssm-convert.htm>) was run to check proper matrix tab formatting by converting a count matrix to a sequence logo equal to the Weblogo v2.8.2 (<http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>) and Sequence Logos (<http://genome.tugraz.at/Logo/>) servers when small sample correction is not selected (allowing interlogo comparisons). Data sets of \<80 kb were pasted directly into Matrix-Scan bypassing Patser. Matrix-Scan ([@B6]) calculated all *W~s~* scores presented here. If a plot (from highest to lowest) of *W~s~* values for collected intergenic sequences exhibited a discontinuity (i.e. a break in the curve) at some value greater than *W~s~* = 7, then the *W~s~* cutoff was defined at or above that discontinuity. Markov chains were not employed.

Logo sine curve fitting
-----------------------

Fitting was accomplished by tracing the conservation curvature of sequence logos using sine curves of various periodicities starting with 0° at the dyad axis of symmetry, which corresponds to a point where the minor groove is centered on the dyad axis of symmetry. Periods of 8.5 or 10.6 bp/period ([@B5],[@B41],[@B42]) provided approximate fits to different conformers. The sine curve amplitude values shown here are arbitrary fits to the logo curvature and do not follow from Shannon entropy. Minima were often centered on T-stacks. Maxima were often centered on A-stacks.

Protein purification and electromobility gel shift assay
--------------------------------------------------------

Masayuki Ohmori (Saitama University) provided pCGA used to overexpress histidine-tagged SyCrp1. A method for purification using nickel and mono-Q columns, binding reactions and EMSA has been previously described ([@B43]). This was essentially reproduced and has been described in detail ([@B44]).

All ^32^P end-labeled dsDNA substrates were prepared by slow cooling to anneal boiled ssDNA complementary pairs and then gel purified with UV shadowing prior to ^32^P labeling with polynucleotide kinase as referenced above. dsDNA substrates were then assayed by EMSA in the absence of protein to ensure that the preparations used did not show banding above the free 40-mer dsDNA band upon overexposure of autoradiograms. All reactions contained 20 μM cAMP unless noted.

Rapid amplification of cDNA ends
--------------------------------

The +1 start site of transcription was determined by rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) analysis using 1.0 µg total RNA harvested from photoautotrophically grown log-phase acclimated cultures (except for *sbtA*) as was previously described ([@B45]). See the 'Results' section for *sbtA* culture conditions and primers used. Sequencing was performed at the California State University Northridge sequencing facility.

RESULTS
=======

Importance of the flanking flexible (+13)bend element for binding
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The difference between His-SyCrp1 affinity for slr1351 and the lower affinity for sll1268 dsDNA substrates ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) previously reported ([@B20]) was almost completely accounted for by exchanging positions from +8 to +19 in slr1351 for those in sll1268. This exchange essentially replaced the (+13)AAAA bend from the slr1351 substrate with G:C base pairing and resulted in decreased His-SyCrp1 affinity ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Conversely, the addition of (+13)AAAA to sll1268 increased binding affinity ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). These differences were statistically significant ([Supplementary Table S31](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)).

These endogenous and chimeric (+)monad (+13)AAAA bend substrates were also tested for cAMP-dependent and sequence-specific binding along with the murF-DHM object for bioinformatics to confirm cAMP dependent and sequence-specific binding ([Supplementary Figures S4--S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)).

(+)Monad (+13)bend associated promoters determined by RACE
----------------------------------------------------------

The +1 transcriptional start sites (TSS) for *sll1003*, *sll0710* and *slr1512* were determined by RACE ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1), also listing all known SyCrp1 target promoters) to confirm that predicted SyCrp1 sites were upstream of the +1 TSS. Promoter activators such as Crp bind upstream of the +1 TSS. The predicted SyCrp1 sites were also upstream of a +1 TSS when a TSS was present, but no TSS was detected for *sll0710*.

Conformer predictions
---------------------

The conformer identification ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) process began with sll1003, sll0710 and slr1512. These three (+)monad (+13)bend DNA sequences along with the dyad (+13)bend sequence slr1351 were used to initiate the process for deriving the PSSM \#3 major binding mode model containing all of the conformers shown. The Introduction in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1) ([Supplementary Figures S1--S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) details the PSSM \#3 derivation. Figure 2.Three distinct SyCrp1/DNA conformer logos (left) with the corresponding conformer model (right) contributing to the major binding mode PSSM \#3 model. The ∼10.6 \[black, wide peaks ([@B5],[@B41],[@B42])\] and 8.5 (red, narrow peaks) bp/period sine curves are aligned to the contour of the logos. (**A**)PSSM \#1.3, a (+)monad (+13)bend conformer (non-planar, 17.7 bits positions −20 to +19). The strand contributing to the logo is the highest scoring strand orientation collected with the scanning PSSM \#1.2 ([Supplementary Table S32](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). In the conformer model (Right), DNA indicated with white fill is less conserved than DNA indicated with grey fill. Note: the protein\'s F-helix (small grey circle) on the left does not necessarily contact the major groove. (**B**) Dyad conformer (planar, 22.9848 bits positions −20 to +19). The sequences aligned are endogenous class II SyCrp1 substrates previously suggested ([@B46]) and upstream of the open reading frames *sll1247*, *sll1520*, *sll1941*, *slr1667*, *slr1732*, *slr0442*, *sll1268*, *sll1371*, *sll1261*, *slr0869*, *slr1805*, *sll1924*, *slr0316* and *slr2127*. Sequences were aligned in the conventional strand orientation as shown (see 'Materials and Methods' section). (**C**) Dyad (+13)bend conformer (non-planar, 21.7 bits positions −20 to +19) aligned in the conventional strand orientation (see [Supplementary Introduction](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). Slr1351 is the highest affinity known SyCrp1 binding locus and also a Dyad (+13)bend conformer. (**D**) PSSM \#3 ([Supplementary Table S34](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) (neither planar nor non-planar, 16.0 bits positions from −14 to +13). The PSSM \#3 model considered here estimates the major binding mode. PSSM \#3 includes both conventional and reverse complement strands for each of 70 loci giving 140 aligned sequences. Thus, all conformer models (right) are represented in both conventional and reverse complement orientations. PSSM \#3 calculating positive *W~s~* for all sequences in each functional conformer is represented by the PSSM \#3 conformer model (right) showing all conformers overlaid. In the schematic conformer models, the DNA is labeled, the flanking flexible bends (if present) are labeled and SyCrp1 consists of representative F-helix circles atop homodimeric ovoids. (**E**) 'Filling in the hole', a HS algorithm. The 'hole' is at position +5. An endogenous DNA substrate sequence containing a flanking flexible bend is operated upon by the HS algorithm to generate a *ψ*-sequence changing primary kink-associated positions +3, +5 and +7 (yellow bars in panels C and E) to the most frequently occurring base identity at those positions. The primary kink positions −5 and −6 (yellow arrow) and a canonical flanking flexible bend (green arrow, green box, positions from +11 to +14) are shown. The dashed arrows indicate the dyad axis of symmetry.

The proposed SyCrp1/DNA conformations ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were clearly distinguished by DNA sequence. Each of the (+)monad (+13)bend ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Table S32](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)), dyad \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, ([@B46])\] and dyad (+13)bend ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and [Supplementary Table S33](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) conformers provided sequence logo fitting to either of two sine curves. The PSSM \#3 logo fit neither curve but was an average tracing midway between the two curves ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D).

PSSM \#3 ([Supplementary Table S34](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) consists of several 'minor' binding modes. One minor mode is the set of folding paths or dynamic interactions required to form a single conformer type. A single conformer type is specific to a single hidden state (HS) algorithm (see below). The major binding mode includes all bound DNA sequences for a closed system (e.g. an isolated bacterium or *in vitro* evolution) because it includes each of the minor binding modes describing the folding paths to each conformer.

A HS model
----------

The energetic states that distinguish conformers formed by bending DNA are not comparable using traditional means because the position-specific bit value of a given conformer\'s PSSM is distinct from any other conformer-specific PSSM. Moreover, distinct binding modes are not globally informative unless all conformers share associated elements within the major mode of binding. The hidden state (HS) model hypothesizes that minor binding modes can be brought into register and considered within a single major mode PSSM by following a strict Boolean HS algorithm to account for conformation-specific element associations that contribute to position-specific bit value differences between conformers.

A HS algorithm is an 'IF-THEN' statement. The 'IF' statement identifies the minor binding mode. A minor mode contains the folding paths that can be taken by a single dsDNA in complex with Crp to achieve the final conformer. The 'THEN' statement translates that DNA sequence into a pseudo-sequence (*ψ*-sequence) so it may be comparable with sequences from other minor binding modes. Here, the 'IF' statement identifies flanking flexible bends while the 'THEN' statement acts upon position −6 or +5 of monad sequences. A HS algorithm is Boolean and treats all sequences the same to generate a *ψ*-sequence, from which a PSSM *ψ*-score (*W~ψs~*) can be generated for each real sequence.

A 'fill in the hole' HS algorithm
---------------------------------

A 'fill in the hole' operation is a HS algorithm ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E). When the (+13)bend (boxed in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E) was found flanking a dyad sequence, the (+)primary kink position +5 was not conserved leaving a 'hole' in the sequence logo (yellow bar at the primary kink position +5 in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E, also see Introduction in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). The hole is the missing information at position +5 of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C relative to [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B. The logos of conformers having a flanking flexible bend have a hole at position +5 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The logos of conformers lacking a flanking flexible bend lack the hole at position +5 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The logic follows: 'IF' the sequence has a flanking flexible bend, 'THEN' filling in the hole should make the resultant *ψ*-sequences comparable. Moreover, when the sequence logo contour formed a sine curve, the curve suggested folding into a functional conformer along certain minor mode folding paths. So if a logo contour contained both a (+13)bend, and a hole at position +5, then a 'fill in the hole' operation was conducted by changing the primary DNA sequence at the hole position +5 to the most frequently occurring base in the major mode model PSSM \#3. At position +5, this base is 'A'.

A HS algorithm forms the basis for using experimentally determined binding affinities to validate the PSSM \#3 model. If the primary kink base identity is not highly relevant because any base is just as relevant as another in the presence of a flanking flexible bend element, then a HS algorithm should improve the *W~s~* versus affinity correlation of the resultant *ψ*-sequence *W~ψs~*.

ΔΔ*G* and a reference standard
------------------------------

Information of binding for the catabolite activator protein (ICAP) ([@B15],[@B47]) has been the highest affinity EcCrp binding DNA substrate sequence for most of the history of Crp experimentation. Consequently, ICAP has become a reference standard. The strength of Crp binding to any dsDNA substrate is usually expressed as an affinity difference ΔΔ*G*, the change in Gibbs free energy relative to that of a standard such as ICAP. The ΔΔ*G* values shown in this work here were independently quantified Crp/DNA affinity differences relative to the affinity of the Crp/ICAP complex ([@B20],[@B34]).

A position\'s bit value has sometimes been less than those of adjacent positions, leaving a 'hole' in the logo \[e.g. EBNA1(5) positions −6 and +7\]. Following from Shannon entropy ([@B48],[@B49]), the base in this 'hole' should experience a freedom of occupancy greater than that of adjacent bases ([@B10]). Accordingly, an experimental test for 'filling in the hole' at Crp/DNA primary kink positions was performed by quantifying ΔΔ*G* relative to ICAP.

His-SyCrp1/DNA variation in ΔΔ*G*: validation of the PSSM \#3 model in *Synechocystis*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Individual sequence *W~s~* calculated with PSSM \#3 were plotted against ΔΔ*G* values ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) measured by Omagari *et al*. ([@B20]) to experimentally validate the PSSM \#3 major mode model. These dsDNA substrates include all known endogenous SyCrp1 binding substrates. The correlation coefficient was low (*R*^2^ = 0.652) for a log-linear relationship ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). To define this HS algorithm, a flexible bend was defined as (±13)WW (where W = T or A) instead of (±13)WWWW because (±)bends in this data set were not highly conserved (by design). When the HS algorithm was carried out to 'fill in the hole', the relationship *y* = 17.7 − 6.793ln*x* then described a strong and significant positive correlation ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) for ΔΔ*G* and PSSM \#3 calculated *W~ψs~* (*R*^2^ = 0.985, *F*~1,5~ = 161.8, *P* \< 0.0001, α = 0.05). The HS algorithm and the resultant *W~ψs~* values are listed in [Supplementary Table S35](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1). Given the experimentally determined affinity data, the PSSM \#3 model was validated because it accounted for 98.5% of the DNA sequence-dependent variation in ΔΔ*G*. Figure 3.Affinity (ΔΔ*G*) versus weight score (*W~s~*) comparison of all 10 published endogenous SyCrp1 binding sites validating the PSSM \#3 model. Traditional (open symbols) and *Ψ*-plots (closed symbols) for both dyad and dyad (+13)bend His-SyCrp1/DNA conformers are shown. Substrate ΔΔ*G* values relative to Δ*G* for ICAP were obtained from experiments performed by Omagari *et al*. ([@B20]). PSSM \#3 was the scanning matrix for calculating all scores. The highest score fitting to PSSM \#3 (either strand orientation) is shown using all 10 input sequences as the background *p~i~*. (**A**) PSSM \#3 used to calculate *W~s~* for all known SyCrp1 sequence-specific binding substrates (open circles). (**B**) PSSM \#3 calculated *ψ*-scores (*W~ψs~*) of *ψ~His-SyCrp1~* (closed circles and crosses) by application of a HS algorithm. Specific *ψ*-sequences, ΔΔ*G* values and PSSM \#3 calculated *ψ*-scores are clearly listed in [Supplementary Table S35](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1). Outliers (crosses) are labeled vertically and not included in the *R*^2^ value because they are distinct from the major mode trendline. The *R*^2^ value for the major mode trendline (dotted) was obtained by fitting to *y* = *y*~0~ + aln*x*. ΔΔ*G* is the same for any given substrate in each plot. Substrates are labeled as previously ([@B20]). Here, 4 = slr1351 and 2 = sll1268 substrates from [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Note logarithmic scaling of the abscissa.

A negative control algorithm was: (i) if NOT (-13)WW then set positions +5 and +7 (TCA~5~CA~7~) equal to 'A', and (ii) reciprocate (i.e. set positions −6 and −8 equal to 'T') for the inverted side. This HS algorithm negative-control decreased the log linear correlation coefficient *R*^2^ from 0.652 to 0.381 as expected. These control and experimental results were consistent with the HS assumption that any base in primary kink associated positions +3 (if positions +5 and +7 are the most frequently occurring base identity), +5 and +7 was just as relevant as the most frequently occurring base for binding affinity in the presence of a (+13)bend element.

The PSSM \#3 relationship to known SyCrp1 binding substrates
------------------------------------------------------------

PSSM \#3 predicted all 10 previously tested and published endogenous SyCrp1 binding substrates ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B20]), and failed to predict sll0702 (PSSM \#3 *W~s~* = 0.3). Exclusion of the sll0702 substrate sequence was critical because biochemical position substitution data obtained by Omagari *et al*. ([@B20]) predicted the aforementioned substrates (including sll0702), but could not demonstrate His-SyCrp1 binding to the sll0702 substrate. Further, the right half (positions 0--19) of PSSM \#3 ([Supplementary Table S34](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) yielded *W~s~* \> 0 (most \>7) for all (+)monad (+13)bend substrates (PSSM \#1, \#1.2 and \#1.3; see Introduction in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) listed in [Supplementary Table S32](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1). The core 16 bp of PSSM \#3 yielded *W~s~* \> 0 for all dyad substrates ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B), and PSSM \#1.3 calculated positive *W~s~* values for the experimentally bound substrates comprising PSSM \#1 (data not shown). Indeed, the information relevant to the DNA binding code was retained in accordance with Shannon entropy because we could recollect the experimentally verified substrate sequences sll1003, sll0710 and slr1512 from the genome by scanning with the final matrices.

EcCrp/XD-DNA variation in ΔΔ*G*: validation of the HS model in *E. coli*
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A HS algorithm was tested ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B; [Supplementary Table S36](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)) with sequence and affinity data collected by Lindemose *et al*. ([@B34]) who performed systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) to collect a wide sampling of all EcCrp/DNA conformers possible with 40-mer modified dsDNA. Accordingly, all DNA substrates retained by SELEX are known and make up the sequence alignment of PSSM \#A ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C). The sequence alignment of PSSM \#A models a known major mode of binding. It is the real and only DNA sequence distribution of a whole system (the SELEX Crp/XD-DNA system) that exists. There are no other DNA substrates in the system. Moreover, the PSSM \#A sequence alignment distribution ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) is known, and is not hypothetical; it includes all binding sites and requires no validation. Figure 4.Affinity (ΔΔ*G*) versus weight score (*W~s~*) comparison validating the HS model. Traditional (open symbols) and *Ψ*-plots (closed symbols) for dyad (triangles) and dyad (+10)bend (circles and crosses) EcCrp/XD-DNA sequence-specific conformers. Substrate ΔΔ*G* values relative to Δ*G* for ICAP were obtained from experiments performed by Lindemose *et al*. ([@B34]). PSSM \#A was the scanning matrix for calculating all scores. The highest score fitting to PSSM \#A (either strand orientation) is shown. (**A**) PSSM \#A calculated *W~s~* of dyad (open triangles) and dyad (+10)bend substrates (open circles). (**B**) PSSM \#A calculated *ψ*-scores (*W~ψs~*) of *ψ~EcCrp/XD-DNA~* for dyad (closed triangles) and dyad (+10)bend substrates (closed circles and crosses). Each set of conformer-specific sequences scored (e.g. the circles) make up the input sequence background *p~i~* for scoring that conformer. Specific *ψ*-sequences, ΔΔ*G* values, and PSSM \#A calculated *ψ*-scores are clearly listed in [Supplementary Table S36](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1). Outliers (crosses) are labeled vertically and not included in the *R*^2^ value because they are distinct from a trendline. *R*^2^ shown for trend lines (dotted) was obtained by fitting to *y* = *y*~0~ + a*~n~*ln*x*. ΔΔ*G* is the same for any given substrate in each graph. The point for the highest affinity substrate is G8.85 = 85 and labels correspond to the G8.\#\# clones as described ([@B34]). Note logarithmic scaling of the abscissa. For the XD-DNA shown, G = X and A = D. (**C**) The entire sequence distribution constituting the major binding mode illustrated as PSSM \#A (25.7 bits). All 49 unique sequences of the SELEX system make up this logo. The EcCrp/XD-DNA complex affinities for 26 dsDNA substrates with these unique sequences were determined, leaving 23 sequences having unknown affinities. (**D**) The dyad (+10)bend conformer illustrated as PSSM \#A1 (33.5 bits). The 14 sequences that contain (+10)CCCC make up this logo. A total of 12 affinities were determined (circles and crosses in A and B). (**E**) The dyad conformer illustrated as PSSM \#A2 (31.2 bits). The seven sequences that contain ≤2 X/C bp\'s total in both (+ and −10)NNNN tracts make up this logo. A total of four affinities were determined (triangles in panels A and B). The reported bit values span between positions −16 and +16. The logos in C and D are not *ψ*-sequences. Base positions and arbitrary regions shaded in gray are labeled as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Flanking flexible bend proximal primary kink associated positions +3, +5 and +7 (yellow bars) are where *ψ*-sequence changes were performed.

All guanine and adenine bases were substituted with xanthine (X) and 2-6-diaminopurine (D) base analogues thereby exchanging the minor-groove amino filling group (XD-DNA). The result was 'C\'s' in the flanking flexible bends ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C--E) as discussed previously ([@B34]).

The Lindemose *et al*. ([@B34]) sequence data distinctly separated by conformers attained via minor modes of binding within one major binding mode ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C--E). When a single substrate contained multiple sequence elements such as a dyad with either (+10 and −10)bends or only one (±10)bend, a HS algorithm was required to improve the correlation of weight score and ΔΔ*G* (circles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B).

A HS algorithm (circles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) improved the correlation of weight score and ΔΔ*G*. The relationship *y* = *y*~0~ + a*~n~*ln*x* described a high positive correlation of ΔΔ*G* and PSSM \#A calculated *W~ψs~* (*R*^2^ = 0.985, *F*~1,7~ = 531.1, *P* \< 0.0001, α = 0.05). The HS algorithm and the resultant *W~ψs~* values are listed in [Supplementary Table S36](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1). The HS model hypothesis was the only unknown in this experiment (PSSM \#A was known). Given the experimentally determined affinity data, the HS model was validated because it accounted for 98.5% of the DNA sequence-dependent variation in ΔΔ*G*.

The conformer-specific nature of HS algorithms
----------------------------------------------

The major binding mode model PSSM \#A ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) contained three minor modes of binding ([Supplementary Tables S37--40](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). A dyad (+10)bend conformer (PSSM \#A1; [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D), a dyad conformer (PSSM \#A2; [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E) and a third minor mode conformer (PSSM \#A3), which is not shown, but contributes 10 affinity-quantified substrate sequences to PSSM \#A ([Supplementary Table S37](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). These 10 sequences required the HS algorithm: if 'C' within (−10)NNNN, then set 'C' equal to 'G' to yield a highly correlated (*R*^2^ \> 0.905) relationship (data not shown). ΔΔ*G* and PSSM \#A calculated *W~ψs~* were therefore highly correlated within all minor binding modes. Moreover, the three conformers in this SELEX system each required a distinct HS algorithm.

Several controls were performed using alternate HS algorithms. Alternate parameters, such as 'if (+10)CCCC then set positions −6 and −8 "T~−8~GT~−6~GA" equal to "T"', decreased the correlation coefficient for these negative controls as expected (data not shown). These control and experimental ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) results were consistent with the HS assumption that any base in primary kink position +5 is just as relevant as the most frequently occurring base for binding affinity (e.g. ICAP) in the presence of a (+10)bend element.

A HS algorithm is malleable. It can follow nonlinear state paths to include conformer-specific transition probabilities bypassing both: (i) functional conformers not selected naturally and (ii) possible forbidden transition zone encounters in 5′ to 3′ linear Eigen sequence space ([@B50]) and Markov ([@B51]) state-transition paths ([Supplementary Figures S8 and S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)).

Outliers
--------

*R*^2^ values including the circles and crosses (outliers) in [Figures 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B were 0.698 and 0.541, respectively. These variances were unequal as expected for comparing genomic sequences evolved in a supercoiled system and SELEX sequences evolved in a linear dsDNA system ([@B14]). The outliers that evolved in the *Synechocystis* genome were farther from the trendline ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) than the outliers that evolved in the SELEX system ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). Previous methods could not clearly distinguish outliers and instead excluded all high affinity Crp/DNA complexes such that the few remaining low affinity sites fit (*R*^2^ = 0.74) the model ([@B14]). The PSSM and HS models tested here fit (*R*^2^ = 0.985) 70 and 80% of the SyCrp1 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) and EcCrp ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) data, respectively. This fit spanned the full affinity range, and allowed for the identification of obvious outliers.

DISCUSSION
==========

This article validates the SyCrp1 PSSM \#3 model. This model was based upon identifying mutually conserved structural DNA sequence elements such as monads, kinks and flanking flexible bends. The DNA sequences of the three (+)monad (+13)bend sites and the dyad (+13)bend site initiating PSSM \#3 construction were starting suggestions that enabled scanning and output matrix methods to reiteratively hone in on mutually conserved monad and bend elements. These elements describe distinct conformer structures that, in turn, account for bent DNA binding affinity. Even if the four sites initiating PSSM \#3 construction are not acceptable, we have quantitatively accounted for all 10 genomic sequences of currently published linear B-form DNA segments that bind SyCrp1 ([@B20]). In accordance with Shannon entropy, both the scanning and the resultant output matrices contained the four initiating sites. Further, our PSSM \#3 model excluded those sites that do not bind *in vitro*, but were previously predicted to bind ([@B20],[@B44],[@B46],[@B52]). Clearly, the four initial sites were a sufficient starting collection for PSSM construction. Previous experimental and predictive methods that do not initiate PSSM construction with so few sites had overlooked distinct protein/DNA conformers and the relationship of binding affinity versus DNA sequence information. Since 98% of the sequence-dependent affinity changes can be calculated due to the finding of multiple bent protein/DNA conformers here, the sequence-dependent affinity changes describing both bent and unbent-protein/DNA complexes are now comparably correlated (i.e. *R*^2^ ≥ 0.98). Specifically, the finding of distinct Crp/DNA conformers validates the PSSM \#3 model by solving for the correlation of binding affinity (quantified experimentally) versus DNA sequence information (calculated with the PSSM \#3 model).

Transcription factors that do not bend DNA upon binding differ from those that do; they are limited by how much protein surface can contact a length *L* of DNA. These contacts with unbent-dsDNA are amenable to the traditional approach of finding a weight matrix within *L* for *E. coli*. Such a weight matrix accurately predicts binding affinities in *E. coli*. Due to this success in the well-characterized cellular model *E. coli,* this same method is used to scan and discover similar binding sites in other less well characterized bacterial genomes by assuming the predictions will be comparable with those experimentally verified for *E. coli*. This approach has failed for transcription factors that bend DNA. An evolutionary scenario explains this failure. Historical mutation(s) resulting in AT-rich tracts flanking the dyad ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) 16 bp = *L* core Crp recognition sequence has allowed the DNA to wrap further around the SyCrp1 protein, interact with a protein surface area formerly neglected by the dyad conformer ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) and relinquish base contacts previously used to bind the (−)monad (absent in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The bent DNA evolved outside the old confines of *L*. Historical attempts to remain within the confines of *L* while ignoring the conformers suggested by *L*-flanking sequences have led to the low *R*^2^ correlation coefficients because flanking sequences modify the function within *L*. Our approach does not presuppose binding sites as objects confined to the limits of *L*, but instead follows evolutionary selection whereby insertions, deletions and transpositions that would select against a *L* limited binding site were tested as a hypothesis ([@B53]); if the resulting gene regulation conferred fitness less than that of neighboring cells, then the hypothesis was rejected via evolutionary selection. Most evolutionary tests were failures but the successes did contain pieces of previous binding sites that provide links to relate distinct SyCrp1 binding conformers. Outlined in the [Supplementary Introduction](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1) is a bioinformatics method of hypothesis testing that starts with a few binding sequences and, similar to evolution, tests many hypotheses, most being dead ends. The results of the method are, of necessity, discontinuous; the dead ends can not be published. Eventually the method accumulated a wide sampling of genomic sequences that participate in SyCrp1 sequence-specific binding according to a PSSM model.

Evolution can explain how flanking flexible bends influence the primary kink base identity at position +5. *Ψ*-Plots test the explanation. First, PSSMs and HS algorithms require DNA *W~s~* or bit value calculations to predict binding affinity. *W~s~* is calculated according to a PSSM composed of all available binding sequences ([@B11]). This score is based on the distance in sequence space from a hypothetical attractor ([@B50]), a best guess at the ultimately strongest binding sequence. Different conformers have different attractors. For example, the dyad (triangles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) has one attractor, while the dyad (+10)bend (circles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) has another attractor. The PSSM major mode model is an average of both. The HS model overcomes this comparison problem by allowing all binding sequences to contribute to a new global PSSM (e.g. major mode PSSM \#3) *W~s~* calculation using a *ψ*-sequence data set, but with the conformer-specific energetically irrelevant positions changed to the most frequently occurring base by the 'fill in the hole' operation, a strict Boolean HS algorithm. An evolutionary scenario explains why this works. The major binding mode involves the dyad core region ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) of 16 bp wherein position +5 is energetically relevant because kinking against a neighboring base decreases entropy. When the 16 bp Crp core recognition region obtained AT-rich flanking sequences in the past, the relevant +5 position was changed into a functionally irrelevant position within this new conformer because the kink was disrupted by supercoiling. This formed a smooth bend instead of a kink, increasing entropy at position +5. Then, the base identity distribution drifted, accumulating base substitutions in the absence of selective pressure. Such substitutions drastically lower the global PSSM scores for sequences in this conformer group. The HS algorithm simply changes these back to the most frequently occurring base identity in the major mode model, essentially reversing evolution, and returns a high *R*^2^ value. By allowing a universal (major mode) PSSM to be applied to all sequences, a thermodynamic landscape can be created that allows interconformer energetic comparisons within a *ψ*-sequence data set. Thus, *Ψ*-plots test conformer predictions with HS algorithms that reverse engineer evolution.

The presence or absence of the primary kink defines Crp HS algorithms. We would expect molecular motions to show wide positional occupancy of the base in position +5 most proximal to a flanking flexible bend because of the low bit value of the primary kink position +5. Dyad (+13)bend conformers ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) show no evidence for a primary kink at position +5 because the bit value at this position is low. A kink position should be highly conserved having a high bit value because a kink is a low entropy configuration that should show adjacent position comparable (e.g. positions +4 and +6 adjacent to kink position +5) bit values following parallel to a sine curve ([@B5],[@B21]). The SyCrp1/dyad (+13)bend conformer\'s primary kink position +5 forms a 'hole' ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) that does not follow parallel to a sine curve thereby causing an asymmetrical, non-palindromic distribution. Peter von Hippel and Otto G. Berg also identified the non-palindromic distribution of Crp sites ([@B15]). The dyad conformer ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) does contain primary kinks, and the HS algorithm is 'no change'.

The EcCrp/XD-DNA thermodynamic landscape shown as a *Ψ*-plot demonstrates conformational selection entirely due to the primary DNA sequence differences between dyad and dyad (+10)bend conformers indicated with the colored arrows in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. These sequences are sufficiently distinct to allow *a priori* conformer identification with sequence logos ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D and E). *W~ψs~* and affinity are negatively correlated when dyad conformers are selected (triangles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B), but positively correlated when dyad (+10)bend conformers are selected (circles in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). Such a negatively correlated relationship (*W~ψs~* increases as affinity decreases) must be due to XD-substituted DNA because *W~ψs~* and affinity are positively correlated when EcCrp ([@B14]) or SyCrp1 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are bound to regular DNA in any conformation. EcCrp/XD-DNA affinity can be explained if the flanking flexible bend proximal to a primary kink functions antagonistically with that kink position in the dyad conformer. Most of these dyad conformer sequences contain flanking flexible bends to some extent. This increases *W~s~*, but the positioning of these bends is not conserved, and does not increase logo bit values because these bends do not span all the (+10)WWWW positions. However, if the primary kink is instead a smooth bend, then that smooth bend and the proximal flanking flexible bend function cooperatively as for the dyad (+10)bend conformer. Thus, the negative thermodynamic relationship of these two conformers ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B) shows how sequence elements of these two conformers function together to control affinity. Moreover, the *Ψ*-plot and logos of EcCrp/XD-DNA shows how primary kinks with flanking flexible bends elicit a difference in function from that of smooth bends with flanking flexible bends. These functional differences result from conformational selection (e.g. minor binding modes) and are as distinct as the logos of each conformer.

The (±13)bend is located out of phase (i.e. ±13 instead of ±10) with the primary kinks for SyCrp1/regular DNA complexes. These flanking flexible (±13)bend and primary kink DNA elements cannot bend toward each other in a planar configuration as suggested for a (+10)bend ([@B34]), but must direct the SyCrp1/DNA conformer to bend DNA in a non-planar and left-handed solenoid configuration. This bending occurs because the extra three positions (from ±10 to ±13) rotate the 'hinge' orientation 127° (i.e. orientation of the flanking flexible bend) relative to the canonical core region containing the primary kinks ([@B3]). Flanking flexible (±13)bend positioning thus determines the 'hinge' orientation of the flanking flexible bend and is clearly distinguished in sequence logos between SyCrp1/DNA mostly planar dyad ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) and non-planar dyad (+13)bend ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) conformers. Each conformer has a distinct attractor energetically comparable using the major mode HS model ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The logos of these conformers fit distinctly different sine curve periods as would be expected of distinct planar and non-planar DNA wrapping conformers because changing the DNA conformation changes the DNA path follows across the surface of a protein thereby changing major groove accessibility at the bound protein surface. Such structures may be relevant to transcription activation. They could be modulated by non-specific binding ([@B54]), photo-entrained diurnal superhelical density oscillations ([@B55]), local DNA gyrase influence ([@B56]) or chromosomal acclimation to diurnal feeding schedules by increasing superhelical density ([@B57]). Given how conformational selection occurs while bending between planar and non-planar DNA paths, an allosteric switch between these paths seems a plausible mechanism for transcription regulation. Moreover, the data presented here do not necessarily support an absolutely planar DNA bending conformer, but our results do differentiate between two different DNA wrapping conformers. DNA wrapping configurations are formed through a combination of conformational capture and induced fit ([@B58]) steps along a folding path. These configurations must be formed sequentially when linear dsDNA is bent because dyad (+)bend conformers are of higher affinity than dyad conformers. This finding indicates that monads must first bend DNA towards Crp before flanking flexible bends are close enough to the Crp surface for the relatively short-range electrostatic interactions at flanking flexible bends to be formed with Crp thereby increasing affinity. Thus, we propose a generalized conformational selection model for SyCrp1/DNA illustrated diagrammatically as a folding funnel ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 5.Schematic folding funnel for SyCrp1 conformational selection with linear B-form DNA substrates *in vitro*. Planar (class II) dyad and non-planar dyad (+13)bend or non-planar (+)monad (+13)bend conformers are represented as in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The cAMP molecule is represented with small grey circled black dots. In this model, SyCrp1 cAMP-independent binding has not yet been rejected, but has been rejected for EcCrp due to cAMP-dependent induced fit changes to the C-helix secondary structure. Attaining a bound state is dynamic in this model. SyCrp1 must exhibit conformational entropy ([@B61]) leading to conformational-capture ([@B33]) because the DNA sequence determines the sequential minor mode folding paths (arrows) leading to the lowest energy conformer. *In vivo* DNA topology landscapes impose additional influences due to imposed supercoiling and flanking chromatin.

As with evolution, our method scans the genome in a self-referential and reiterative manner to hone in on the mutually conserved sequence elements that define conformers, even if only one conformer type is formed. This allows optimization of scanning PSSMs and HS algorithms against an experimental sampling. A first iteration is shown as a means of validating a SyCrp1 PSSM model ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). *Ψ*-Plots empirically test and show how this first iteration fits the data well. Such fitting could be improved by reiterating major mode PSSM generation using *W~ψs~* and a cutoff value generated by the *Ψ*-plot in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B. Sequential reiteration in this way would test putative conformers with the *ψ*-sequence changes giving high *R*^2^ values by reiteratively approaching a *Ψ*-plot-testable *W~ψs~* cutoff value. Approaching in this way should approximate a cutoff value required for computational objectivity ([@B57]). As an alternative to *W~s~*, individual information provides a natural thermodynamic cutoff in bits ([@B9],[@B59]) consistent with sequence logo calculations. Though we did not calculate such cutoffs and opted instead for conservatively high *W~s~* cutoff values, we were able to find unifying conformer relationships because the DNA sequence and topology directs protein binding preferences during evolution by reiteratively referencing the host genome with protein binding events. DNA wraps around a protein following certain available folding paths reflected in sequence logos. The multiple ways, in which Crp binds to and bends DNA are described as minor binding modes requiring a specific set of mutually conserved sequence elements to direct DNA wrapping. By defining the mutually conserved conformer DNA sequence elements with HS algorithms, *Ψ*-plots confirm that the thermodynamic parameters of minor binding modes are quantifiably related at the major mode level.

Here, we have identified functionally distinct Crp/DNA conformers and provided relevant *Synechocystis* PSSMs that can be pasted into publically available web servers (see the [Supplementary Introduction](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1)). These conformers are relevant because flanking flexible bend element positioning ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B and C) '...presumably sets the rotational phasing of the DNA' ([@B60]). The HS model developed here supports conformer distinctions while providing a fundamental basis for accurately unifying molecular information theory and thermodynamics as these apply to DNA bending proteins.
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[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr369/DC1) are available in NAR Online.
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